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17:00 Corinna Welcome everyone!
17:03 Sarah can't hear J!
17:04 Your hand might be on the microphone
17:04 Amelia Hugill-Fontanel cannot hear
17:04 Laura Ntoumanis I don't hear anything at all
17:04 Sarah nope, still too quiet
17:04 E Spencer Can't hear.
17:04 Sarah when you first said hello it was fine, but now it's verrry muffled
17:04 Marrisa Can't hear anything
17:04 Amelia Hugill-Fontanel I'm so sorry I cannot hear her
17:04 marija Shall we move to zoom again?
17:04 Laura Ntoumanis I don't see any video either
17:04 Sarah it's not jitsi, it's her mic
17:05 Claire Squires Do you have any headphones to use?
17:05 Lisa I think it's nice that every country can add its own character
17:07 marija Could you say something about the economics of this model? I also like the local dimension.
17:08 Sarah you're good
17:08 Stevie Marsden Yeah
17:08 Danielle strongly agree with Claire
17:11 Lisa Maruca This model also allows our membership fees to be low relative to other orgs.
17:12 Leslie H 25 years ago there was a lot more continuity about what "book history" means and what should happen at SHARP. That's changing, so the tension between local autonomy and input from SHARP leadership is greater.
17:12 Danielle Great point from Leslie!
17:13 Sarah that's a good point, Leslie, thanks
17:13 SimonRogers I have seen a positive development in local conferences presenting online... Can see the local being added to a hybrid model--more flexible video/remote content but a smaller physical local presence in the future.
17:13 Sarah yes
17:14 Stevie Marsden Yeah
17:14 Lisa Maruca yes
17:14 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Given tighter budgets after COVID fundraising will be even more difficult
17:15 Sarah yes--Danielle's point is good--and I'm wondering if with the economy we're in, I suspect it's going to be even harder for local unis and orgs to put money towards this

17:15 Corinna Norrick-Rühl (jinx, Sarah)

17:15 Sarah jinx, CI! lol

17:15 Amy Sopcak-Joseph Speaking to the economic model but also to inclusion, I think that the recent efforts to make things like the banquet (or un-banquet, as it has become) accessible to ECRs and grad students is so important, and in my experience, SHARP was at the forefront of doing such a thing. If conferences embrace virtual delivery, this may be less of an issue, but it's worth keeping in mind when/if we can gather in person again.

17:16 Corinna Norrick-Rühl I do want to raise an issue that we have debated *a lot* at EC and Board meetings, which is linguistic diversity: I really want to hear what other people here think (and thanks to 42 people for taking the time to think through this with us today)

17:16 Sarah thanks, Danielle! I'm good?

17:18 Lisa Maruca fine here

17:18 Claire Squires Working fine...

17:18 Elisa It's ok for me

17:18 MarieLSJ Josée: coupe ta vidéo

17:18 Lise Jaillant Working fine for me too

17:18 Sarah stay!

17:18 Lisa @language: we debated a lot about this in Amsterdam, it seems not very inclusive to speak in a language that only three or four people can understand... In China they pay for a professional translator with headphones etc. but that's very expensive

17:19 MarieLSJ The social media translators in Victoria was a great idea!!!

17:19 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Actually Mainz 2000 apparently was bilingual 😊

17:19 MarieLSJ bring back the social media translator!

17:20 Stevie Marsden Good point Amy. I think the ECR support has been very welcoming at some SHARP confs, and it would be a shame to potentially lose that with movement online, although I think the sessions this week have, so far, made me feel like the more informal networking could still work online.

17:20 Lisa Well, we accepted in Amsterdam every language but only for the lightning papers

17:20 Leslie H On Amy's point about the banquet and its expense, this is another aspect where we need flexibility. Inclusive banquets are ideal (Halifax 2005!) but on the other hand, people who can afford it are very interested in the opportunity to dine in a grand hall (Helsinki 2010!).

17:20 Stevie Marsden The social media translator(s?) were fab!

17:20 Marieke Could people please tell their name before talking?

17:21 Sarah yes, please!
17:21 Will Slauter (France) that's right I don't know one "Jister" from another

17:21 Lise Jaillant I agree with Leslie H. Helsinki 2010 was fantastic!

17:21 Danielle I loved the social media translators: I couldn't got to Victoria and I followed on Twitter from the UK

17:21 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Yes, I think we need to bring them back as a rule

17:21 MarieLSJ that also means making sure all locations have wifi access

17:22 Danielle yes

17:22 Corinna Norrick-Rühl 😊

17:22 MarieLSJ it was a problem in Paris

17:22 Marieke I think a local organisation is very interesting. That makes SHARP inclusive, every region will then be represented. But central support and guidance is also important.

17:23 Danielle IABA is the society I mentioned: they don't even have membership fees. Their conferences are organized by local teams but my partner organized one here in AB with colleagues from across Canada.

17:23 Shef Rogers Yesterday's mutual support for Marina in Spanish during the Decolonizing session was impressive, though such fluency may not always be possible, but I think we ought to be able to arrange for papers to be available online in a way that would enable users to process a version of the talk into a preferred language.

17:23 Sarah Yes, Shef--I think that's a way to help.

17:24 Leslie H The Research Society for Victorian Periodicals works like SHARP, but it's just Anglo-(north)American so tensions are more limited.

17:24 Corinna Norrick-Rühl And online translation tools such as Deepl have gotten quite good.

17:24 Danielle IABA is international like us.

17:24 Lisa For Amsterdam we asked those who wanted to talk in another language to present a powerpoint in English.

17:24 Sarah also yes, true, C, as long as the conference sites have robust internet access.

17:24 Amy Sopcak-Joseph Thanks, Stevie and Leslie, re: banquet/networking event comments. At the conversation about SHARP News yesterday, the idea of mentorship was invoked there, and with new vitality, we might find there's new space for networking and mentorship. For me, registration at SHARP conferences has been more expensive than others that I attend, but I have felt like the networking opportunities (formal and informal) have been higher-quality. I'd certainly pay for a fancy meal and a good drink if my budget allowed, but that's becoming more and more precarious.

17:25 Stevie Marsden With regards to the potential inaccessibility to the banquet I would ask what they're for? If they're seen as one of the key points in the conference at which we can all let our hair down and mingle with everyone, if they're financially restrictive to ECRs it feels like a barrier to that networking and mingling (which can be scary enough as it is in my opinion).
[Sorry, I realise the conversation is moving more quickly than I'm typing! This was raised a bit before translation!]

17:25 Danielle Yes re all the translation ideas: tools, volunteers etc.
No more expensive banquets!

17:25 Corinna Norrick-Rühl
(the closing bbq in Philly was brilliant $25 all in, perfect for networking)

17:25 Danielle getting together is the important part: keep costs down; keep barriers to participation down

17:26 Sarah I agree that SHARP registration fees are significantly higher than a lot of other cons I go to
And I don't, myself, like the banquets

17:26 Lisa
If the banquet is for free than you have to raise the fee for the conference as a whole...

17:26 Marieke networking opportunities are the benefit of physical conferences!

17:26 Sarah BINGO Lisa

17:26 MRB The BBQ in Philly was great and super informal

17:26 MarieLSJ proximity to bars, =P (was a problem in Amherst)

17:26 Lisa I agree with Marieke!

17:26 Corinna Norrick-Rühl good point Marie

17:26 Lisa and with Marie!

17:27 MarieLSJ +1000 on what Sarah just said

17:27 Amy Sopcak-Joseph I totally agree re: "socializing around the talks" as being so key and worthwhile at a physical gathering

17:27 Vincent Trott I quite like that idea - it's certainly more sustainable

17:28 Danielle
I think it's an important question: every other year physically is something to consider

17:28 Corinna Norrick-Rühl
The key question would be if people still keep their membership going though

17:28 Marieke A two-year conference? But then also alternate US vs. Europe/Australia?

17:28 Corinna Norrick-Rühl So we need to offer enough alternatives

17:28 MarieLSJ
as long as people are tweeting, I feel like I can attend the conference, wherever it is

17:28 Lisa If it's only once every two years it will be very important not to miss it... can be frustrating for those who are left out

17:28 Stevie Marsden
If we could offer events like SHARP in Focus more frequently I think that could work

17:29 Marieke What about the regional SHARP conferences?
17:29 MarieLSJ I agree with Lisa
17:29 Agree with Stevie

17:29 Stevie Marsden Smaller, good quality events scattered through the year
17:29 Jennifer G Whova as a virtual conference platform allowed for a little bit of socializing, similar to running into colleagues in the hallway between talks. It allows you to easily find people you know using the chat function.
17:29 MarieLSJ I feel like Twitter offers a lot of that bumping into people
17:29 Corinna Norrick-Rühl (we will offer something at least once a month, we hope, now - it took us a moment to get rolling but now we have lots in the pipeline)
17:29 Claire Squires Maybe there should be no 'big' in-person conference - that should be online - but a series of focused conferences in -person...
17:29 Danielle as Stevie says, if we can offer a digital event for members and/or regional confs. that would encourage members to keep paying their fees!
17:29 Sarah So we'd have regional ones all at the same time and then stream plenaries or something? I like that idea
17:29 MarieLSJ I've used Twitter to find people at conferences to then go grab beers with (yes, I'm big on beer)
17:30 Stevie Marsden And I also feel like smaller, frequent events might encourage introduction of new voices/research
17:30 Lise Jaillant A conference every two years would be great.
17:30 Marieke If you disperse the conferences, you will only meet the people you already know
17:30 Lisa You might want to include a digital one in every physical conference?
17:30 MRB International Research Society for Children’s Literature hold their conference every two years, but there are related conferences in between
17:30 MarieLSJ I feel like the price of air travel will change a lot of how I feel about this
17:30 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Yes I think the bi-annual model is convincing
17:30 Sarah yep yep I get that sense, Will
17:31 Marieke the nice thing about SHARP that you meet people from everywhere
17:31 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Jetting around is not sustainable
17:31 Sarah and I think bi-annual is a good model to think about
17:31 MarieLSJ I really loved seeing y'all in person each year
17:31 Sarah yep
17:31 Corinna Norrick-Rühl We need to hope that air travel prices will go up for the sake of our planet
17:31 MRB And unis will probably cut research allowances in response to losing student fees
17:31 Corinna Norrick-Rühl embrace the new normal! Yes to Danielle
17:32 Stevie Marsden I also wonder if institutions are going to start putting limits on air travel for responsibility (partly being hopeful here)

17:32 Claire Squires Agreed Danielle.

17:32 Sarah Agreed, Danielle. Leaning into this new world is the way forward

17:32 Stevie Marsden Yes!

17:32 Marieke Bi-annual great conference alternating with regional, focused conferences?

17:32 Simon Rosenberg Excellent point, Danielle. Agree 100%

17:32 Lisa A conference is for connecting people. If you already know people it's okey to do it online, but if you're new, things are extremely different, especially if you're from another language

17:32 Claire Squires I think the challenge is enabling ECRs to have some kind of similar opportunities to the ones older academics have had...

17:32 Lise Jaillant Agree with Danielle. The new normal is here to stay

17:32 Lisa Maruca Yes to SHARP News, esp since it will be sharing work in progress.

17:32 MarieLSJ don't forget independent researchers: SHARP is great in welcoming us (=

17:33 Corinna Norrick-Rühl There are a lot of good things about virtual conferencing

17:33 Stevie Marsden 👏 @Danielle!

17:34 Alison I think that having smaller regional gatherings may make it more affordable to ECRs and if they can be linked with virtual international events they can still get the full SHARP feel.

17:34 Corinna Norrick-Rühl yesterday's energy in the Decolonizing Book History session was amazing

17:34 Lisa Maruca The great thing about biannual is that we can have the best of both.

17:34 Stevie Marsden Exactly @Corinna!

17:34 Sarah yes! for people living far away, for people who are carers, for people without a lot of income---digital conversations are great for that

17:34 MRB Yes, it's great - as someone who has caring responsibilities - to be able to dip in and out of things!

17:35 MarieLSJ but physical conferences are the way I can put my international travel to visit my friends on my taxes, =P

17:35 Corinna Norrick-Rühl And for reasons of inclusivity I really believe we can embrace the virtual formats, and thus make our society a very welcoming place to people who have caring responsibilities, health reasons for not traveling, etc

17:35 Lisa Maruca I want to emphasize the economic aspects--international travel is not affordable to many.

17:35 Corinna Norrick-Rühl exactly

17:35 Sarah totally
17:35 Corinna Norrick-Rühl
the conference fees have not been as problematic as the hotel costs

17:36 Sarah it's the whole package

17:36 Corinna Norrick-Rühl the hotel costs, in the past years, have been prohibitive
but yes, altogether, it's very very exclusionary

17:36 Will Slauter (France) your mic is not on

17:36 MRB Definitely; and we wouldn't have been able to reach as many people - especially
new SHARPists - for the roundtable yesterday!

17:36 Shef Rogers I am using this week's events to compare the feeling of joining meetings
in the middle of the night (it's 3:30 am here) vs the feeling of jet lag. So far, I'm finding the
broken nights easier, but it's only for 1 or 2 hours/night rather than a more intensive string of
events. But I will never miss sitting on a plane for 12 hours at a time.

17:36 MarieLSJ I always stay with friends, so conferences make travelling to see them less
expensive, actually

17:36 Lisa I wonder if it will be possible to attract new Chinese, Japanese, Iranian, Dutch,
Algerian members (for exemple) and presenters with virtual.. it's beneficial for English
speaking presenters,.

17:37 Corinna Norrick-Rühl bonus points for parents in academia... we're used to broken nights

17:37 Sarah I do think it might be easier to do multilingual talks online

17:37 Marieke Good point, Lisa

17:37 Stevie Marsden
And it isn't like we're starting from scratch, we already have an established membership and
network. And, as Danielle said, loads of experience from conferences irl. I'd be more than
happy to actively work on engaging with ECR's for new formats, for example, because I
would be replicating the inclusion I expereince at conferences, just virtually.

17:37 Danielle agree with Sarah re multilingual talks online

17:37 Corinna Norrick-Rühl yes, and subtitles after taping make it even more accessible
I think we can run a series of "Meet a SHARPist"
like an office hour

17:38 MarieLSJ not bad

17:38 Claire Squires Imagine sitting in a break-out room, but no one wants to meet you tho

17:38 Danielle virtual coffee with a group of folk:

17:38 Corinna Norrick-Rühl more senior researchers could offer it to ECRs

17:38 Marieke Yes: meet a Sharpist! Nice idea

17:38 MRB Lovely idea!

17:39 Corinna Norrick-Rühl people could chat about CVs, applications, book proposals

17:39 Claire Squires But seriously... yes we can do that - themed break-out rooms or people
or whatever
17:39 Lise Jaillant
RE format for networking: pairing two SHARPists at random would be a good idea.

17:39 Danielle again example from my partner who runs a virtual coffee meeting every month for life writing scholars in Canada: it's a huge success. 2 people speak for 3 mins each about something they are doing and then everyone chats.

17:39 Marieke Then you can connect people from everywhere.

17:39 Stevie Marsden @Claire, or they stay for 5 mins and leave very quickly...

17:39 Claire Squires NOT speed dating please!

17:39 Marieke Agree Claire.

17:39 Claire Squires Awkward.

17:39 Corinna Norrick-Rühl No, I think longer phases, like an office hour conversation.

17:40 MRB focused events/meetings make sense.

17:40 Danielle virtual coffee hour: see model above.

17:40 MarieLSJ precirculated it a good idea, Will.

17:40 Sarah Shakespeare Association relies heavily on seminars with precirculated papers; they meet in person then to talk about the group of papers, but it could work online I think.

17:41 Danielle Oh yes! One of my best SHARP experiences was running a masterclass...it created such a nice group.

17:41 Yes! As an ECR I would love this.

17:41 Danielle virtual coffee hour: see model above.

17:41 Corinna Norrick-Rühl No, I think longer phases, like an office hour conversation.

17:40 Sarah they're 15ish people in a seminar and it's grouped around a topic.

17:41 Corinna Norrick-Rühl There used to be the Delmas workshops.

17:41 Claire Squires Yes, it also created cohorts of people when then knew each other...

17:41 Corinna Norrick-Rühl eg in Antwerp.

17:41 Stevie Marsden Yeah, the Antwerp one was fab!

17:41 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Yes, readings and discussions.

17:41 Corinna Norrick-Rühl (it's about time) I like precirculated videos and then meet for Q&A.
**Amy Sopcak-Joseph** I like this "masterclass" idea - another org that I'm part of does graduate student seminars with a senior scholar, but I think this could be much broader to connect ECRs, independent scholars, grad students with senior scholars (and each other!)

**Stevie Marsden**
Yes, videos, audio, presentations etc. it would be easy to have mixed-style panels, online?

**Claire Squires** I wonder if there could be a meet Ginger Squires session

**Corinna Norrick-Rühl** I would book that

**Danielle** Ginger Squires would be a sell out

**MRB** I'd like to sign up, please

**Marieke** Yes, I visited the Nordic conference (Scandinavia) was great!

**Claire Squires** 👏

**MarieLSJ** conference presentations is actually the only form of scholarship I'm really comfortable doing, the ad libbing is what works for me... so could that be precirculated?

**Laura Ntoumanis** I would totally go to meet Ginger Squires

**MarieLSJ** (fiou!!! I don't need to convince you about the precirculated videos!)

**dalbello** @MarieLSJ yes, we need to know why we are conferencing and what it does for our scholarship first -- is it the first draft of an idea, trying out ideas, working TOWARDS... the product / artifact of scholarship we will still be producing
And, then there is the sociability/community we seek

**Danielle** Great point: why are we conferencing? what are the most valuable aspects of it for us?

**dalbello** exactly!

**MarieLSJ** I seek lots of beers with great friends, =P

**Sarah** yes, exactly--can def be combined with other formats. ASTR does that

D, I didn't hear that

**Vincent Trott** I'm not sure -- but I'll try!

**Corinna Norrick-Rühl** I think one reason we are nostalgic is because our intellectual community is who we meet at conferences, and not necessarily the people we work with

**Vincent Trott** Copy and paste might be the best option

**Laura Ntoumanis** I seek intellectual conversation and to meet new people with common interests at conferences. Alcohol is simply added-value.

**Sarah** yes, Corinna

**Corinna Norrick-Rühl** So that's what we need to create: finding like-minded people, building academic friendships

**Lisa Maruca** I just copied and pasted; it was easy.

**Marrisa** Love students and teaching, but conferences and related events sometimes the only way to speak to colleagues
Sarah thanks, Lisa!

Corinna Norrick-Rühl creating potential for transnational cooperations
We could do writing accountability workshops online

Danielle although our summers happen differently in global north and south

Corinna Norrick-Rühl Give each other a reason to turn on an out of office
Sarah oh, writing accountability is interesting
the SAA seminars kind of do that

Corinna Norrick-Rühl (and yes teaching schedules are very different, in Germany we teach until mid July)

MarieLSJ what's writing accountability?
Sarah lol Leslie, yes
Danielle yass Leslie!

MarieLSJ lol

Corinna Norrick-Rühl meet ups where you tell each other what the goals are for today,
then break out and write, and meet back up and report back

Claire Squires You're amusing us definitely 😊

MarieLSJ thanks Corinna!

Lisa
Writing accountability is what keeps you going when your work seems dull or confusing or
you would rather be doing something else. It's not the most fun aspect of writing, but it is one
of the most effective ways to become a productive and excellent writer. 28 mrt. 2019

Corinna Norrick-Rühl (obviously a fancy writing retreat in a nice place would be cooler)

Stevie Marsden Ahhhh like 'shut up and write' sessions. I find they work really well

MRB https://thesiswhisperer.com/shut-up-and-write/

Corinna Norrick-Rühl but at least we could meet up with our SHARP friends

MRB Yes, we do this at my institutions on a Monday

Corinna Norrick-Rühl and move forward on our research and writing
SHARP nerds unite

dalbello @Corinna yes, a writing *retreat*

MarieLSJ we have a great organization in Québec for writing retreats, should anybody
be interested in exporting the model: https://www.thesez-vous.com/index.html

Danielle yes, the friendships are real!

dalbello in a SHARP villa/castle somewhere, and Ginger Squires would be there too
lots of beer

Laura Ntoumanis writing retreats are a good idea

Corinna Norrick-Rühl my village has 0 COVID cases and lots of wine
please come here
Claire Squires: I'm just going to switch my camera back on for you Ginger Squires fans...

Sarah: fwiw I have real honest-to-god friends I've made online

dalbello: wine is good, love the idea

Laura Ntoumanis: hi Ginger!

Sarah: it's possible to do those connections virtually and have them mean something

dalbello: she's there! jitser ginger

Corinna Norrick-Rühl: Exactly Sarah

MRB: Very true, Sarah!

Corinna Norrick-Rühl: beautifully spoken Danielle

Leslie H: How do you put a "heart" emoji on here?

MRB: ❤

Sarah: ❤

MarieLSJ: lol

Sarah: < 3 is how

dalbello: ❤

Lisa: Jossie wants to meet with Ginger

Claire Squires: She's gone off but HI!

Corinna Norrick-Rühl: Even now, though: the connection is real

dalbello: ❤

Laura Ntoumanis: ❤

MarieLSJ: ❤

Lisa: we'll send a postcard

Corinna Norrick-Rühl: We can grow through this challenge as a society, and a field, and as scholars (I meant as a scholarly society, but society at large, too, I hope)

Laura Ntoumanis: Agree, Corinna

Sarah: yes--both!

Stevie Marsden: Agreed!

Danielle: Nodding

Claire Squires: 🙆

MarieLSJ: about having good discussion: it would be nice to have robust enough technology to see each other as we talk, i.e. be able to have our video on and hear people talking at the same time...
17:56 dalbello focused workshops yes

17:56 MRB I'm excited about this:

17:57 Shef Rogers I agree with Marlei SJ. Visual connection helps a lot.

17:57 Corinna Norrick-Rühl ☺ yes join us for the bookshelves conf in Nov

17:57 Stevie Marsden SAME @MRB 👏

17:57 MRB I'd also be happy to organise a Decolonising BH every year

17:57 Sarah yes, Marie, that's a good point

17:57 Corinna Norrick-Rühl
the BH and lingua franca editors will offer coffee hours and we will launch all the journals too

17:57 Danielle I would totally help with doing Decolonising BH every yer

17:58 Stevie Marsden Hooray!

17:58 Corinna Norrick-Rühl I will also run the BYOB once every 2-3 months

17:58 Stevie Marsden I would trust (maybe too optimistic) that online platforms like this will be improved as we come to rely on them more BUT I think it also might be something that needs financial investment

17:58 Corinna Norrick-Rühl (beer is optional, books aren't)

17:58 Stevie Marsden i.e. we'd need a Zoom (or equivalent) account

17:58 Lisa Jaillant Very much looking forward to the online conference "Bookshelves in the Age of the COVID-19 Pandemic conference"

17:58 Sarah yes, Stevie, it might need the org to do that the way that BSA has been hosting meetings with their account

17:58 Gail I would love to co-convene something on women/feminism and the book

17:59 Sarah (Bibliographical Society of America, sorry)

17:59 Shef Rogers Our Director of Elec Resources, Giles Bergel, is looking into online platform options for the Society.

17:59 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Thanks Shef

17:59 Stevie Marsden Great!

17:59 Sarah Danielle, that's a good point, though--scheduling is going to be key

18:00 Stevie Marsden I agree though, there's risk of saturation and burn out of those working on it

18:00 Lisa Maruca We also need to think about what will be open to all vs what will be for members only--perhaps we can discuss more at Friday's membership coffeehouse.

18:00 Sarah YES Lisa! please come talk about these things with Lisa and I on Friday!

18:00 Lisa Very interested in Giles plans, Shef!
18:01 Sarah And yes, Corinna--I think the heavier lift is getting something set up, but replicating will be easier
lol just like printing....

18:01 dalbello the model of the book launch is an excellent model for such events but just mere proliferation of events is going to lead to saturation and we need what should be under the SHARP Big Tent and what can be individuals’ or groups' initiatives

18:01 Sarah absolutely agreed

18:02 Corinna Norrick-Rühl re: membership then we will have to see how things proceed

18:02 Will Slauter (France) Exactly, we will need to decide a process

18:02 Corinna Norrick-Rühl But first we need to show that SHARP is still here
And listening

18:02 Sarah yes

18:02 Stevie Marsden 😊

18:02 dalbello SHARP is its membership, that's how we know that association is materialized

18:03 Sarah Thanks so much for hosting this conversation, Will.
And thanks, everyone, for your great ideas!

18:03 Stevie Marsden This has been great, thank you!

18:03 MRB Thanks, all

18:03 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Yes, and thanks to everyone for input and ideas

18:03 Vincent Trott Yes, I can copy and paste it!

18:03 MarieLSJ yeah, thanks for organizing this!

18:03 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Thanks Vincent

18:03 Simon Rosenberg Thanks for this discussion!

18:03 Thank you, Will and Joséé!

18:03 Amy Sopcak-Joseph Thanks for hosting this, a great conversation!

18:03 Corinna Norrick-Rühl Join us at 7:30 for the BYOB!!!

18:03 Danielle So many great ideas! Thanks everyone and thanks Will and Josee

18:03 Derek Dunne Thanks for setting this up and letting me join

18:03 Everdien Rietstap Thank you!

18:04 dalbello Thanks for organizing this coffeehouse, we have some very good ideas for the EC to work with

18:04 Elisa Thank you for the very interesting suggestions